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WALNUT 19TH CENTURY ITALIAN DEMI-LUNE TABLE WITH BANDING AND
FLUTED LEGS

$4,500
An Italian Neoclassical style walnut demi-lune table from the 19th century with single drawer and door, thin banding, carved

skirt and fluted legs. Immerse yourself in the graceful elegance of this Italian Neoclassical style walnut demi-lune table from the
19th century, a piece that beautifully marries classical design elements with the warmth of walnut wood. This table, with its

single drawer and door, thin black banding, intricately carved skirt, and fluted tapering legs, is a testament to the refined
craftsmanship and aesthetic sensibility of the era. The demi-lune, or half-moon shape offers a classic and sophisticated

silhouette. The single drawer and door provide discreet and practical storage, making the table both functional and elegant. The
thin black banding creates a striking contrast against the warm walnut, highlighting the piece's clean lines and graceful curves.
The skirt is adorned with geometric motifs, alternating with rosettes on the knees, adding a decorative flourish that enhances
the table's neoclassical appeal. The fluted legs, gracefully tapering, lend a sense of architectural elegance and stability to the

design. The hardware on the drawer and door is elegantly ornate, providing a luxurious touch to the piece. In a contemporary
home, this Neoclassical style demi-lune table serves as a sophisticated addition to a living room, entryway, or bedroom. Its

classical design and practical features make it a versatile piece, perfect for displaying decorative items, serving as a bedside
table, or providing extra storage. The table's timeless design and exquisite detailing make it a cherished addition to any interior,

adding a touch of 19th-century Italian elegance and the beauty of Neoclassical craftsmanship to your space.

Height: 29 in (73.66 cm)

Width: 20.25 in (51.44 cm)

Depth: 12 in (30.48 cm)

SKU: A 4987
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